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Sorger meeting - Election night briefing
11:00 A.M.

- Will help keep people in ballroom to keep people updated on what's happening.
- Will put Network links on 7 x 12 screen so we will also focus in a more partisan way.
- Provide material for surrogate + others who will go on media.
- Keep people informed as first purpose + 2nd to influence people in Calif.
- Reduce huge amounts of data into hard news.

- Ed LeBolt will have a team at Shoreham by dvr. Getting center to feed into computers. We will get wire copy and computer printouts.

Four regions - West; Midwest; Northwest and South. One writer at each regional desk.

- Write a brief headline type thing for board + surrogates.

24 words is all we can get on data vision machine for big board. Can get up 100 words if you tie them together.

K.K. has South and works w/
Leslie Ashoff.
Talk to Ben Hirschberg — she will spell me on the South.

When a writer finishes material — go to Failsor who sends it on to central room & other copy used to brief

Negatives.

151 polls close at 6:00 Kentucky &

Tennessee included.